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A deep, incisive probing into the character of fact in an age of spiritual pretension, exaggeration
and deception. This booklet calls the reader and the church again to Spirit of Truth: its crucial
identification because the flooring and pillar of truth, with no which all is a sham. An insightful,
not easy ebook for each lover and mum or dad of truth. concerning the AuthorArt Katz attended
Santa Monica urban College, UCLA, and the collage of California at Berkeley, incomes B.A. and
M.A. levels in heritage in addition to a M.A. measure in Theology at Luther Seminary, St. Paul,
MN. He has spoken to secular, collage and non secular audiences in Asia, Africa, the center
East, Europe, Australasia and the United States. His different books include: Reality: The wish
of Glory, The Holocaust: the place was once God?, Ben Israel: Odyssey of a latest Jew,
Apostolic Foundations, and The Spirit of Prophecy: An exam of the Prophetic Call.
The overdue Arthur Katz was once a visionary of his time - this ebook definitely screens a few of
his eccentric knowledge and deep love for biblical truth. within the Spirit of fact Katz bargains
with the character of biblical fact vis a vis the rising upward thrust of post-modern
thought;namely, there isn't any target truth. This book,however, isn't really theological or
apologetic in its approach, rather, it is a name to come back to the truth, that is, Jesus Christ
Himself! a Spirit of Truth: good learn for fans of artwork Katz. in the event you have no idea
approximately paintings Katz, or his legacy, stopover at http://artkatzministries.org/Brent
McCulley (10/30/13)
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